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Abstract 
In a previous paper we have established the theory of transfinite reduction for orthogonal term 
rewriting systems. In this paper we perform the same task for the lambda calculus. 
From the viewpoint of infinitary rewriting, the Bohm model of the lambda calculus can be 
seen as an infinitary term model. In contrast to term rewriting, there are several different possible 
notions of infinite tc1m, which give rise to different Bohm-like models, which embody different 
notions of lazy or cager computation. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we extend to the lambda calculus the theory of transfinite term rewriting 
developed in [8]. 
lnfinitary rewriting is a natural generalisation of finitaiy rewriting which extends it 
with the notion of computing towards a possibily infinite limit. Such limits naturally 
arise in the semantics of lazy functional languages, in which it is possible to write and 
compute with terms which intuitively denote infinite data structures, such as a list of 
all the integers. If the limit of a reduction sequence still contains redexes, then it is 
natural to consider sequences whose length is longer than w - in fact, sequences of 
any ordinal length. 
lnfinitary rewriting also arises from computations with terms implemented as graphs. 
Such implementations suggest the possibility of using cyclic graphs, which correspond 
in a natural way to infinite terms. Finite computations on cyclic graphs correspond to 
infinite computations on terms. 
The infinitaiy theo1y also suggests new ways of dealing with some of the concepts 
that arise in the finitary theory, such as notions of undefinedness of terms. In this 
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connection. Bcrarducci and lntrigila [3. 4] have independently developed an infinitary 
lambda calculus and applied it to the study of consistency problems in the finitary 
lambda calculus. 
2. Basic definitions 
:?. I. Finitary lamhda calculus 
We assume familiarity with the lambda calculus, or as we shall refer to it here, the 
linitary lambda calculus. [2] is a standard reference. There are three syntactic classes of 
tt:nns: variables, which fonn a set Var, abstractions, which have the form )_t.E where 
x t: Var and E is a term, and applications, which have the form £1 £2. 
x is called the bound variable and E the body of the abstraction ).x.E. E1 is called 
the rator and E2 the rand of the application £ 1£ 2• This is the pure lambda calculus -
we do not have any built-in constants nor any type system. 
As customary, we identify alpha-equivalent tenns with each other, and consider 
bound variables to be silently renamed when necessary to avoid name clashes. Grouping 
is indicated by parentheses, with application taken to be left-associative by default. 
We consider tem1s in the abstract to be trees, and identify subtenns by their position 
in the containing tenn. 
A position or occurrencl! is a finite string of l 's and 2's. The empty position is 
denoted ( ). Given a finite tenn t and a position u, the term tlu, when it exists, is a 
subterm of I defined inductively thus: 
tj() = t 
(i_t.t) i 1 ·u=tlu 
( st J I 1 · u = s I u 
(st) I 2 · 11 = tlu 
t ju is called the subtenn of t at 11, and when this is defined, u is called a position of t. 
The syntauic depth of u is its length. Note that in a term h.t we regard the binding 
occurrence of x as labelling the root of the tenn, rather than being a proper subterm. 
This is merely a technical convenience. 
If a position u is a prefix of r we write u ~ v. Two positions u and v are disjoint if 
neither is a prefix of the other. A set of positions or redexes is disjoint if every two 
distinct members arc. The set of all positions of t is denoted pos( 1 ). 
Let t be a _tcnn and u an occurrence of !. If tju = ).t.s, u is said to be a binding 
occurrence ot x m !. For an occurrence r oft such that c > u, x is hound hv u at 1: 
if there is no occurrence w such that u < w ~ r and w is also a binding occu~ence of 
x. If r is an occurrence of x, it is called a bound occurrence of x. An occurrence of 
x in t which is not bound is .fi'ee. 
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2.2. What is an infinite term? 
Drawing lambda terms as syntax trees gives an immediate and intuitive notion of 
infinite terms: they are just infinite trees, and can be formally defined as the points 
added by taking the metric completion of the space of finite terms, subject to a suitable 
metric, as was done in [8] for infinitary term rewriting. However, we want to identify 
with each other terms which differ only in the names of their bound variables. This 
is a little more complicated in the infinitary setting than in the finite setting. There 
are several approaches we can take. Firstly, we may define infinite terms by a met-
ric space completion, and then take the quotient of this space by alpha-equivalence. 
Alternatively, we can start with finite terms modulo alpha-equivalence, and then con-
struct the infinite terms by the metric space completion. Finally, we could avoid the 
notion of alpha-equivalence altogether by using the de Bruijn representation of lambda 
terms. 
Although de Bruijn notation avoids alpha-equivalence, it significantly complicates 
the definition of substitution (as demonstrated in [5]). Instead, we shall adopt both of 
the first two alternatives above. 
To begin with, then, we ignore concerns about renaming of variables. We define a 
metric on the set of finite terms thus: d(s,t) = 0 ifs = t; otherwise, d(s,t) = 2-n, 
where n is the length of the shortest common occurrence u of s and t such that s and 
t differ at u. The latter concept means this: s and t differ at u if none of the following 
hold: s\u and t\u are the same variable, s\u and t\u are both applications, of s\u and t\u 
are both abstractions having the same bound variable. The completion of this metric 
space adds the infinite terms. These look like infinite trees, in which each node is at 
a finite distance from the root of the tree. A tree can contain infinitely long branches, 
but there is no node at the end of an infinite branch. 
Now we define alpha-equivalence of finite or infinite terms. Firstly, we require a 
limited notion of substitution: Given a term t and two variables x and x', t[x-+ x'] is 
the term resulting from replacing every free occurrence of x in t by x'. 
Now we define s and t to be alpha-equivalent if they have no conflict, where a 
conflict between s and t is a common occurrence u at which they "look different" in 
the sense that one of the following holds: 
(i) u = ( ) and s and t are not identical variables, not both applications, and not 
both abstractions. 
(ii) u = n · v, s = s 1s2, t = t1t2, and vis a conflict of Sn and ln (n =I or 2). 
(iii) u = 1. v, s = bc.s', t = A:x'.t', and v is a conflict of s'[x-+ x"] and t'[x'-+ x"], 
where x" is a variable not occurring in s' or t'. 
It is routine to show that this is an equivalence relation. To justify taking the quotient 
of the metric space by the equivalence, we must show (I ) that given two distinct 
equivalence classes, there is a positive lower bound on the distance between a member 
of one and a member of the other, and (2) that the triangle inequality is satisfied. Both 
of these are immediate from the following lemma, which also gives a direct definition 
of the metric on the space of equivalence classes. 
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Lemma L Let S and T be distinct alpha-equivalence classes. Choose any s and s1 in 
Sandt and 11 in T. Then d(s,t) = d(s1,t1 ). 
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove d(s,t) = d(s,t'). Let u be an occurrence of 
minimal length where s and t conflict. Since t and t1 are alpha-equivalent, they have 
the same set of occurrences, and at each common occurrence, their syntactic class is 
the same. We proceed by induction on u. 
(i) If u is empty, it is immediate from the definition of conflict that s and t' conflict 
at u. 
(ii) Suppose that u = n · l', and s, t are applications. Then t 1 is also an application 
and sin and tin conflict at v. By induction, sin and t'ln conflict at v. 
(iii) Suppose that u =I ·v, s = }..x.i, and t = ).y.r. Then t' has the form ),y'.r1 , with 
r'[/ ---" z] alpha-equivalent to r[y ---" z] (for z not occurring in any of these terms). 
Then s'[x-+ z] and r[y---" z] conflict at v. for a variable z chosen so as not to occur 
ins, t, or t'. r'[y' ---" z] is alpha-equivalent to r[y _, z]. By induction, s'[x---" z] and 
r'[y' ---" z] conflict at v. D 
Here are some examples of this metric on the space of equivalence classes (for 
which we use the same notation d). 
d(i.r.x, ),y.y) = 0 
d(Xx.x,x) = 1 
d(l.<.x, ),y.yy) = d(h.x, ).x.xx) = ~ 
d(}.dy.x, ),y./x.x) = d(Jx),y.x, li.x).y.y) = i 
We could instead construct the desired space by starting from the conventional notion 
of alpha-equivalence on finite tenns, and defining a metric on the set of finitary alpha-
equivalence classes in terms of the length of the shortest conflict, as above. The metric 
completion of this space gives the same space of alpha-equivalence classes of finite 
and infinite terms. 
Henceforth, we will not mention alpha-equivalence directly. When we write par-
ticular terms, we understand them as representatives of their classes, and take alpha-
conversions to be performed implicitly. 
We are now ready to define substitution and beta-reduction. In fmitary lambda cal-
culus, substitution may be defined by an induction over the structure of terms. Such 
an induction is not well-founded for infinite terms, but we will see that with a little 
care, definitions can still be given in the inductive style. 
Definition 2. For terms t and t' and a variable x, the term t[x := t'] is defined thus: 
x[x := t'] = t' 
y[x := t'] = y 
(t1t2)[x := t'] = (t1[x := t 1])(t2[x := t']) 
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(A.x.t)[x := t'] = ).x.t 
()_y.t)[x := t'] = ).y.(t[x := t"[y := z]]) 
where in the last case, z is a variable not occurring in i.y.t or 1'. 
This definition can be justified by reading it as an algorithm for constructing the 
term t[x : = t'] from the root downwards, rather than an inductive construction of 
t[x := t'] from its proper subterms. Although it may take an infinite amount of work 
to construct the whole tenn, each finite part of the result depends on only a tinite part 
of t and t'. Technically, the construction could be expressed as a definition of the set 
of occurrences of t[x := t'], together with a definition of the syntactic class of the 
subterm of t[x := t'] at each such occuJTence. This would cast the induction as being 
over the length of an occurrence. This is well-founded, since even for infinite tem1s. 
every occuJTence is by definition finite. 
The following generalises a standard property of substitution to infinite terms (c. f. 
[2, 2.1.16]). 
Lemma 3 (Substitution Lemma). If x and y are distinct, and x is not ji-ee in r, then 
t[x := s][y := r] = t[y := r ][x := s[y := r]]. 
Proof. A term is completely determined by the set of its positions. and the symbols 
which it has at those positions. By definition, t[x := s] is the tem1 having the following 
positions and symbols (writing S(t, u) for the symbol at position u in t. and assuming 
alpha-conversion to ensure that x and y do not occur bound in any of the terms under 
consideration): 
(i) u where u Epos(t) and tluf.x. S(t[x:=s],u) =S(t,u). 
(ii) u.v where uEpos(t), tlu=x, vEpos(s). S(t[x:=s].u.v)=S(s,r). 
From this we can calculate the positions and symbols of t[x := s][y := r] and 
t[y := r][x := s[y ·- r]]. An analysis of cases establishes that the two terms are 
identical. D 
Definition 4. A he ta redex of a term I is a subterm of the form ( ix.t' )t", at some 
position u. The operation of beta-reduction of that redex replaces it by t'[x := t"]. If 
the resulting tenn is s, we write t --+ 11 s. The u may be omitted when it is unimportant. 
A finite sequence of reductions leading from t to s is written t __..• s. 
The above is the natural equivalent for lambda calculus of the definition of infinite 
tem1s which we used in our study of transfinite tem1 rewriting. However, for lambda 
calculus there are further considerations. Consider the term 01x = ( ( ( ... x )x )x )x. See 
Fig. 1. This tenn has a combination of properties which is rather strange from the 
point of view of finitary lambda calculus. By the usual definition of head normal 
form - being of the form b-1 ••• )xn.yt1 .•• tm - it is not in head normal form. By 
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Fig. I. A paradoxical infinite tenn. 
an alternative fonnulation, trivially equivalent in the finitary case, it is in head normal 
form - it has no head redex. It is also a normal fonn, yet it is unsolvable (that is, there 
are no terms t1, ••• , tn such that tt 1 ••• t 11 reduces to !). The problem is that application 
is in some sense strict in its first argument, and so an infinitely left-branching chain of 
applications has no obvious meaning. We can say much the same for an infinite chain 
of abstractions i~t1 J.x2 )~>:3 . ... 
Another reason for reconsidering the definition of infinite terms arises from analogy 
with term rewriting. In a term such as F(x, y,z ), the function symbol F is at syntactic 
depth 0. If it is curried, that is, represented as Fxyz, or explicitly @(@(@(F,x ), y ), z) 
(as it would be if we were to translate the tenn rewrite system into lambda calculus), 
the symbol F now occurs at syntactic depth 3. We could instead consider it to be at 
depth zero; more generally, we can define a new measure of depth which deems the 
left argument of an application to be at the same depth as the application itself, and 
the body of an abstraction to be at the same depth as the abstraction. 
Definition 5. Given a term t and a position u oft, the applicative depth of the subterm 
of t at u, if it exists, is defined by 
D0 (t, ()) = 0 
D0 (st, I· u) = Da(s,u) 
D"(st,2 · u) =I +Da(t,u) 
The associated measure of distance is denoted d", and the space of finite and infinite 
terms A". 
In general, we can specify for each of the three contexts A.x.[ ], [ ]t, and t[] whether 
the depth of the hole is equal to or one greater than the depth of the whole term. 
Syntactic depth sets all three equal to I. For applicative depth, the three depths are o, 
0, and I, respectively. This suggests a general definition. 
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Definition 6. Given a term t a position u oft, and a string of three binary digits abc, 
there is an associated measure of depth D"b'·: 
Dah"(lx.t, I · u) =a+ Dahc(t, u) 
D"h"(st, I · u) = b + D"b"(s, u) 
D"""(st,2 · u) = c +D"h"(t,11) 
The associated measure of distance is denoted d"hc and the space of finite and infinite 
terms A"1"'. 
We write Ax, D, or d when we do not need to specify which space of infinite 
terms, measure of depth, or metric we are referring to. When we refer to certain sets 
of depth measures, we write e.g. A** 1 to mean all of A001 , A011 , A 101 , and A 111 • 
We have already seen that d·' = d 111 and d" = d001 • Some of the other measures 
also have an intuitive significance. d 101 (weakly applicative depth, or d"') may be 
associated with the lazy lambda calculus [I], in which abstraction is considered lazy 
- ).x.t is meaningful even when t is not. Denote the corresponding set of finite and 
infinite terms by Aw. d000 is the discrete metric, the trivial notion in which the depth 
of every subterm of a tenn is zero. This gives the discrete metric space of finite terms, 
no infinite terms, and (as we will see when we define infinite reductions) no infinite 
reduction sequences converging to limits - the usual finitary lambda calculus. 
We will only specify the depth measure when necessary. Some of our results will 
apply uniformly to all eight infinitary lambda calculi, others are restricted. In the final 
section we will find that three of them give rise to different Bohm-like transfinite term 
models of the lambda calculus, one of which is the usual Bohm model. 
Lemma 7. Considered as a set, A"hc is the subset of A 111 consisting exactly of those 
terms which do not contain an infinite sequence of nodes in which each node is at the 
same abc-depth as its parent. (Note that its metric and topoloyy are not the subspace 
metric and topolo~JY.) 
Hence by Kiiniy'.1· Lemma a term of A"hc contains only finitely many nodes at any 
yiven depth, and a fortiori finitely many redexes. 
Both A' and A"' contain unsolvable normal fonns, such as b-1 ).xz).x3 . . . In Aa 
every normal form is solvable. 
2.3. What is an infinite reduction sequence? 
We have spoken informally of convergent reduction sequences but not yet defined 
them. The obvious definition is that a reduction sequence of length w converges if the 
sequence of terms converges with respect to the metric. However, this proves to be 
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an unsatisfactory definition, for the same reasons as in [8]. There are three problems. 
Firstly, a certain property which is important for attaching computational meaning to 
reduction sequences longer than w fails. 
Definition 8. A reduction system admitting transfinite sequences satisfies the Compres-
sion Property if for every reduction sequence from a term s to a term t, there is a 
reduction sequence from s to t of length at most w. 
For the above notion of convergent sequence, a counterexample to the Compression 
Property is easily found in A'. Let A11 = (}..xA 11+1 )(B11 (x)) and B = ().x.y)z. Then 
Ao _,w C where C = (i.t.C)(B"'), and C-+ (Ax.C)(y(Bw)). Ao cannot be reduced to 
(l.r.C)(y(B"')) in w or fewer steps. (We do not know if the Compression Property 
holds for the above notion of convergence in Au or Aw.) 
The second difficulty with this notion of convergence is that taking the limit of a 
sequence loses certain information about the relationship between subterms of different 
terms in the sequence. Consider the term !'° in A0 , and the infinite reduction sequence 
starting from this term which at each stage reduces the outermost redex: /'" -+ !'" -+ 
!'" -+ . . . All the terms of this sequence are identical, so the limit is /"'. However, each 
of the infinitely many redexes contained in the original term is eventually reduced, yet 
the limit appears to still have all of them. It is not possible to say that any redex in 
the limit term arises from any of the redexes in the previous terms in the sequence. 
The third difficulty arises when we consider translations of term rewriting systems 
into the lambda calculus. Even when such a translation preserves finitary reduction, it 
may not preserve Cauchy convergent reduction. Consider the term rewrite rule A(x)-+ 
A(B(x)). This gives a Cauchy convergent term rewrite sequence A(C)-+ A(B(C))-+ 
A(B(B(C))) ... A(B"'). If one tries to translate this by defining A;.= Y(J.fJ.x.f(Bx)) 
(for some i.-term B), where Y is Church's fixed point operator ).j.()..x.f(xx))()..x.f(xx)), 
then the resulting sequence will have an accumulation point corresponding to the tenn 
A(B"'), but will not be Cauchy convergent. The reason is that what is a single reduction 
step in the term rewrite system becomes a sequence of several steps in the lambda 
calculus, and while the first and last terms of that sequence may be very similar, the 
intennediate terms are not, destroying convergence. 
The remedy for all these problems is the same as in [8]: besides requiring that the 
sequence of tenns converges, we also require that the depths of the redexes which the 
sequence reduces must tend to infinity. 
Definition 9. A pre-reduction sequence of length a is a function ef> from an ordinal o: 
to reduction steps of Ax, and a function r from a+ 1 to terms of A"", such that if 
cp(/3) is a-+ b then a= T(/J) and b = 1:(/3 +I). Note that in a pre-reduction sequence, 
there need be no relation between the term cf;(/3) and any of its predecessors when f3 
is a limit ordinal. 
A pre-reduction sequence is a Cauchy convergent reduction sequence if" is contin-
uous with respect to the usual topology on ordinals and the metric on A 00 • 
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It is a stronyly converqent reduction sec1uence if it is Cauchy convergent and if, for 
every limit ordinal p~'l., lim1,_"'' d11 = x, where d 11 is the depth of the redex reduced 
by the step ef;(/1). (The measure of depth is the one appropriate to each version of 
;P'.) 
If x is a limit ordinal, then an open pre-reduction sequence is defined as above, except 
that the domain of r is 'l.. If r is continuous, the sequence is Cauchy continuous, and 
if the condition of strong convergence is satisfied at each limit ordinal less than c1., it 
is strony/y continuous. 
When we speak of a reduction sequence, we will mean a strongly continuous reduc-
tion sequence unless otherwise stated. Different measures of depth give different notions 
of strong continuity and convergence. We finish this section with explicit notation to 
indicate the length of reduction sequences. 
Definition 10. (i) s --+* t denotes a reduction from s to t of finite length. 
(ii) s --+" t denotes a reduction from s to t of ordinal length ·'l.. 
(iii) s --+ <;: x t denotes a reduction from s to t of ordinal length at most ::;,.. 
(iv) s ___, x t denotes a reduction from s to t of some unspecified finite or infinite 
length. 
3. Descendants and residuals 
When a reduction s ___, t is performed, each subtenn of s gives nse to certain 
subtenns of t -· its descendants - in an intuitively obvious way. Everything works in 
almost exactly the same way as for finitary lambda calculus. 
Definition 11. Let u be a position of t, and let there be a redex ()..x.s)r of t at v, 
reduction of which gives a tem1 t'. The set of descendants of u by this reduction, u/v, 
and its trace u//i: are defined by the cases. 
- If u j;v then u/t' = u//v = {11}. 
- If u = v or 11=1' ·I ·then u/v = 0 and 11//v = {r}. 
- If u = l' · 2 · w then u/r = u//r = {r · p · w Ip is a free occurrence of x ins}. If 
u = v · 1·I·wthen11/r = u//1' ={i.'· w}. For a set of positions U, U/v = LJ{u/v I 
u EU} and U//r = LJ{u//r I u EU}. 
Consider the tc1m ().x.xx)w((h.y)w). This has redexes at positions l and 2. Here 
are some examples of descendants and traces. 
1:/ l = i:/ I I = { 1;} 
1/1 = {} 1//1 = {!} 
1·1/l = 1-1//1 = {} 
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l · 2/ 1 = 1 · I// 1 = {I · l, I · 2} 
l·l·l/l = l·l·l//2 = {l} 
2·2/2 = 2·2//2 = {} 
The only difference between descendant and trace is that the root of a redex has no 
descendant with respect to itself, but is its own trace with respect to itself. 
The notions of descendant and trace can be extended to reductions of arbitrary length, 
but first we must define the notion of the limit of an infinite sequence of sets. 
Definition 12. Let S = { s11 \ [3 < Cl.} be a sequence of sets, where Cl. is a limit ordinal. 
Define 
Jim infS= LJ n S;, lim sups= n u s,,. 
/J<x /!<;'<> µ<x /J<;·<x 
When Jim inf S = lim sup S, write Jim S or Jim/!<, S11 for both. 
Definition 13. Let U be a set of positions of t, and let S be a reduction sequence 
from t tot'. If Sis empty then U/S = U//S = U. 
For a reduction sequence of the fonn S·r where r is a single step, U/(S·r) = (U/S)/r. 
If the length of S is a limit ordinal Cl. then U/S = lim/i<x U/S1J. (The existence of this 
limit is proved below.) U // S is defined similarly. 
Lemma 14. Strony convergence of' S ensures that the limit in Definition 13 exists. 
Proof. Suppose that U/S' has been defined for every proper initial segment S' of a 
strongly convergent sequence S of limit ordinal lengthµ. Write U, for U/S', where S' 
is the initial segment of S of length r:x. Write Ujd for the subset of U, of positions of 
depth at most d. Choose any depth d. By strong convergence of S, there is an ordinal 
Cl. < µ such that every reduction of S after step Cl. occurs at a depth greater than d. 
Such a reduction cannot add or remove positions of depth at most d. Therefore when 
ct.~{3 < µ, Ufi/d = U,jd. Hence Jim inf{U11/d I f3 < µ} = Ujd =Jim sup{U11/d I 
f3 < p}. Since this holds for all d, lim inf{U11 \Ji<µ}= Jim sup{U11 [ (J < p}. 0 
Lemma 15. Let U be a set of positions of redexes oft, and let S be a reduction 
from t to t'. Then there is a redex at every member of U/S. 
Proof. This is trivial if S is empty. 
It holds if S is one step long, since if S reduces at u, then u/S is by definition 
empty, and if S does not reduce at u, where u is the position of a redex, then every 
subterm of t' at u/S is an application node whose left descendant is a lambda node, 
i.e. a redex. 
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Hence if the lemma holds for reductions of length !l:'., it holds for reductions of length 
!l:'. +I. 
If the length of S is a limit ordinal, then every member of U/S is a member of U/S' 
for long enough proper initial segments S' of S. If the lemma is true for every such 
S', then every member of U/S is the position of a redex in every term of S from some 
point onwards, hence is the position of a redex in the limit of S. D 
Definition 16. The redexes at U/S in the preceding lemma are called the residuals of 
the redexes at U. 
Definition 17. Let u and v be positions of the initial and final terms, respectively, of 
a sequence S. If v E u//S, we also say that u contributes to v (via S). If there is a 
redex at v, then u contributes to that redex if u contributes to r or v · I. 
We do not define descendants, traces, residuals, and contribution for Cauchy con-
vergent reductions, which is not surprising given the examples of Section 2.3. 
The next theorem establishes the computational meaning of transfinite sequences, by 
showing that every finite part of the limit of such a sequence depends on only a finite 
amount of the work occurring in the sequence. 
Theorem 18. For any stronyly converyent sequence to -+> t, and any position u of 
t,, the set 11f all positions of all terms in the sequence which contribute to u is finite, 
and the set of all reduction steps contributiny to u is finite. 
Proof. For each t11 in the sequence, we construct the set U11 of positions of ltJ con-
tributing to u, and prove that it is finite. We also show that there are only finitely 
many different such sets, hence their union is finite. 
Suppose U11+ 1 is finite, and t11-+ l/J+I reduces a redex at position v. Let w E Up+!· 
If w and v are disjoint, or w < v, then w is the only position of t11 contributing to w in 
t1i+I· lfw = v, then v, v· 1, v· 1·1, and possibly v·2 (if the redex has the form (lx.x)t) 
are the only such positions of t11 . If w > i.:, and the redex at v is {lc.x.s)t, then there 
is a unique position in either s or t which contributes to w. In each case, the set of 
positions is finite, hence U11 , which is the union of those sets for all w E U11+1, is finite. 
Suppose U11 is defined and finite for a limit ordinal /3. By strong convergence and 
the finiteness of u,1, there is a final segment of to ___,/i lfJ, say from t)' to lfJ, in which 
every step is at a depth more than 2 greater than the depth of every member of U. It 
follows that each U,1 for }',;;::; c5 < /3 is equal to U fJ, and is therefore finite. 
Finitely many repetitions of the above argument suffice to calculate U/J for all ~' 
demonstrating that there are only finitely many different such sets, and all of them are 
finite. 
Each reduction step contributing to u takes place at a prefix of a position in some 
Up. By strong convergence, only finitely many steps can take place at any one position, 
therefore there are only finitely many steps of U contributing to u. D 
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Lemma 19. Let to -+ tb by reduction at a position u, and to _.x t, by a sequence of 
reductions, none of which is at any prefix cJf u. Then t, reduces by a reduction at u 
to a term t~. 
If no step of to -+ 1 t, -+u t~ except the last contributes to the position u in t~, then 
neither does any step except the first in to -+u tb -+ 00 t~. 
Proof. It is immediate that each t11 has a redex at u. Let t/1 be the result of reducing 
it. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to construct a reduction of each tri to t1;+ 1, and 
to show that their concatenation is strongly convergent. 
Let r11 be the redex which is reduced to obtain tµ+i from t1;. This redex has a set of 
residuals R13 by the redex at u. These are at pairwise disjoint positions, therefore they 
can be reduced in increasing order of depth, to obtain a strongly convergent reduction 
whose limit is clearly t/i+ 1• The depth of all of these residuals is at least the depth 
of r minus 2. (Equality will hold, for example, in depth measure 001 if r is inside 
the body of the rator of the redex at u.) Since the reduction of to to t, is strongly 
convergent, this implies that the concatenation of the reductions from each t1i to t1;+ 1 
is also strongly convergent. 
Suppose that some step of t[1 -+'.)() t~ contributed to u. By Theorem 18, there are 
only finitely many such steps, therefore there is a last one. Since no step of to -+ 1 t, 
contributes to u in t~, this can only be possible if the step of to -+ 1 t, corresponding 
to the last contributing step of tb -» t~ is at position u · 1 · I. But then the reduction 
from that step onwards has the form C[(b:.((,1,y.a)b))c] ->u. 1. 1 C[(J.x.b[y := a])c] _.'.Xl 
C'[O-<.b'[y := a'])c'J -+u b'[y := a'][x := c']. But by definition, the first step con-
tributes to u in the final term. D 
Corollary 20. Given the hypothesis of Theorem 18, there is a reduction of to to t, in 
which all the steps contributing to the position u occur before all the other steps. 
Proof. Almost immediate from Lemma 19. Let the first step of the given sequence 
which contributes to u be a redex r at position u', and let the preceding segment of 
the sequence be S. r must be the unique residual by S of a redex in t0 at u', and 
no step of S can be at any prefix of u. This establishes the conditions of Lemma 19. 
Repeating the argument for all of the finitely many steps contributing to u yields the 
corollary. D 
4. Developments 
Definition 21. A development of a set of redexes R of a term is a sequence in which 
every step reduces some residual of some member of R by the previous steps of the 
sequence. It is complete if it is strongly convergent and the final term contains no 
residual of any member of R. 
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Not every set of redexes has a complete development. A** 1 contains the term I"'= 
(kcx)(()~t.x)(U.x.x)( ... ))). Every attempt to reduce all the redexes in this term must 
give a reduction sequence containing infinitely many reduction steps at the root of 
the term, which is not strongly convergent by any notion of depth. Note that the 
set consisting of every redex at odd syntactic depth has a complete development, 
as does the set consisting of every redex at even syntactic depth, but their union 
does not. In every other version of Ax except OOO (the finitary calculus) the term 
(J.x.( ()..x.( (/~t.( ... ) )z) )z) )z behaves in a similar manner. However, we can show that 
when complete developments exist, the limit is determined by the set of redexes being 
developed. 
Theorem 22 (Infinite Developments Theorem). Complete develop1nents of the same 
set of redexes end at the same term. 
The proof of this theorem fills the remainder of this section. 
In the finitary case it can be proved by showing that (I) it is true for a set of 
redexes at pairwise disjoint positions, (2) it is true for any pair of redexes, and (3) 
all developments are finite. The result then follows by an application of Newman's 
Lemma. 
In the infinitary case, ( l) and (2) are still true, and indeed obvious, but (3) is of 
course false. The situation is complicated by the fact that a set of redexes can have 
a strongly convergent complete development without all of its developments being 
strongly convergent. 
We proceed instead by picking out a certain well-behaved class of developments, 
the outside-in developments, and proving that we can restrict attention to this class. 
Properties of outside-in developments then allow one to use ( 1) and (2) to construct 
a "tiling diagram" for an outside-in development and any complete development, and 
to show that the right and bottom edges of the diagram exist and are empty. This 
shows that the two developments converge to the same limit. 
Definition 23. An outside-in development of a set of redexes U is a development 
which at each step reduces a redex which is outermost among the residuals of U and 
of minimum depth. 
Note that in A 111 , minimum depth implies outermost, making the outermost condition 
unnecessary, but this is not so for the other depth measures. 
Lemma 24. An outside-in development has lenyth at most w. 
Proof. Consider a strongly convergent outside-in development of length oJ. Then for 
every depth d, there is some point in the sequence after which no reductions are 
performed at depth d, and hence no residuals of U exist at depth d. Therefore the 
limit contains no residuals of U, and the development is complete. D 
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We shall now obtain a syntactic description of outside-in developments, which will 
be achieved in Lemma 33. 
Definition 25. Given a tenn t and a set U of redexes of t, a level path of U is a 
sequence of positions uo, u,, ... of maximal length, constructed as follows. u0 is the 
position of an outennost redex of U of minimum depth. If Un has been defined, then 
the path is continued by one of the following cases. 
(i) If Un is the position of a redex of U, then Un+ 1 = Un · 1 and Un+2 = Un · I · 1. That 
is, Un+t is the position of the abstraction node of the redex and Un+2 is the position of 
the body of the abstraction. 
(ii) Otherwise, if un is the position of a variable x, and x is bound by a redex 
(A:c.t')t" in U at position ui for some i < n, then Un+l = ui · 2. That is, Un+I is 
the current position of the subterm which will be substituted for x when that redex is 
reduced. 
(iii) Otherwise, if Un has an immediate descendant whose depth is the same as the 
depth of u11 , then Un+t can be chosen to be any such descendant. (A choice only arises 
if Un is an application node and the depth measure is *00.) 
(iv) Otherwise, the path stops at Un. 
In Fig. 2, let U contain the three starred redexes. Assume the depth measure 100. 
There are four level paths of U: 
(1, l·l, 1-1·1, l·l·l·l) 
(1, l·l, 1-1·1, 1·1·1·2, 1·2, 1·2·1) 
(1, I · 1, 1 · 1 · 1, 1 · 1 · 1 · 2, l · 2, 1 · 2 · 2, 1 · 2 · 2 · 1, 1 · 2 · 2 · 1 · 1 ) 
(2, 2-1, 2· l · 1, 2-2) 
Lemma 26. (i) No node can occur twice in the same level path. 
(ii) An infinite level path of U contains (the root nodes of) infinitely many redexes 
of U. 
Proof. The first follows from the fact that each node is strictly below or to the right 
of every preceding node in the path. 
@ 
@' ---- -------- @' 
>.x/ '-.....@ >.v/ '-.....a 
I / .......... I 
@ w ~ v 
>.z/ '-.....x >.q/ '-.....w 
I 1 
y p 
Fig. 2. Example for Definition 25. 
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For the second, since no term can contain infinitely many nodes at the same depth, 
in an infinite level path there must be infinitely many places where the depth increases. 
This only happens in case (ii) of the definition. But each time that case is applied, a 
different variable, and hence a different redex on the path, must be involved. D 
Lemma 27. Let U be a set of redexes in a term t, and let U' be a subset of U 
consisting of all the redexes ol U lying on a lei'ei path of U. Then in an outside-in 
deue!opment of U', every reduction is performed at the same depth. 
Proof. An outside-in development of U' must begin by reducing an outennost redex 
r of the level path. It is immediate from the construction of a level path that if it is 
not the only member of U', then U' /r is a set of redexes also lying on a level path, 
and that its outermost member is at the same depth as r. D 
The next lemma is immediate, and is the motivation for the notion of level path. 
Lemma 28. Let r and r' be consecutive redexes in U on a level path of U. Then r' 
has a residual by r whose depth is the same as the depth of r. 
Let a redex r contain a redex r'. Then r' has a residual by r whose depth is equal 
to the depth of r (('and only if r and r' are consecutive redexes on some level path 
of {r,r'}. 
Definition 29. Let U be a set of redexes in a tenn t. The set of level paths of U can 
be arranged into a forest, the level forest of U, denoted Lf( U ). This forest has one 
node for every different non-empty initial segment of every level path of U, arranged 
according to the prefix ordering. 
The depth of the level forest is the minimum depth of any position occurring in it 
(which is the same as the minimum depth of any redex of U). 
The level forest of the earlier example is drawn horizontally in Fig. 3. 
Lemma 30. The level .forest of U is .finiteZy branching, that is, it has .finitely many 
component trees, each of which is finitely branchiny. 
Proof. U can have only finitely many redexes of minimum depth, therefore the level 
forest has finitely many component trees. Each node of the forest can have at most 
1111 
1 -- 11 - 111-------- 121 
~ 112 - 12 --------
2 -- 21 -- 211 - 22 
..._______122 -1221 - 12211 
Fig. 3. A level forest. 
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two descendants (and then only in depth measures *00, as noted in the definition of 
level path). D 
Lemma 31. Let r be a redex of U whose position does not occur in Lf( U). Then 
Lf( U/r) = Lf( U). 
Proof. It is immediate from the definition of Lf( U) that r cannot contain any position 
occurring in Lf( U ). From this the lemma follows. D 
Lemma 32. Let Lf( U) be finite. Let r be a redex of U whose position occurs in 
Lf(U). 
{fat lrnst one redo: of U in Lf( U) has a residual by r, then Lf( U/r) and Lf( U) 
have the same depth. Furthermore, if Lf( U) is finite then Lf( U/r) is smaller and if 
Lf( U) is infinite then Lf( U /r) is i1\finite. 
If no redex of U in Lf(U) has a residual by r, and U/r is nonempty, then the 
depth of Lf( U/r) is yreater than the depth of Lf( U). 
Proof. The depth claims follow from Lemma 28. 
We prove the rest by examining the effect of reducing r on each of the level paths 
of U. 
Consider any level path of U not containing r. Clearly, it will be unaffected by the 
reduction of r, and must be a level path of U/r. 
Now consider any level path of U which contains r = (Jcc.t' )t". Let the position of 
r be u. If r is the only redex on that level path, then reducing r eliminates the path 
from the level forest, and hence deletes at least one leaf node. This cannot happen if 
the path is infinite, since an infinite path must contain infinitely many redexes in U. 
If r is not the only redex of U on the path, then reducing r removes at least two 
nodes from the path (the root and the abstraction node of r ). 1 f the path contains a 
free occurrence of x, and therefore continues from there with the root of t", then the 
path is shortened by a third node, since after reducing r the parent of that occurrence 
of x will be immediately followed by (a descendant of) the root oft". No other nodes 
are removed from the path. Reducing r cannot add any nodes to the end of the path. 
Therefore reducing r deletes or shortens by a finite amount every path it lies on, does 
not delete any infinite path, and does not affect any other path. The lemma follows. 
D 
From the above lemmas, we obtain the following picture of outside-in developments. 
Lemma 33. An outside-in development uf a set of redexes U consists of a sequence 
(<f dei1elopments S0 · S1 · S2 · · · in which 
(i) S; is an outside-in development of the redexes in the level forest of the initial 
term of S;, complete if finite. 
(ii) Each S; consists of reductions all at the same depth d;. 
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(iii) The sequence old; is strict~)' increasiny. 
(iv) Either the sequence consists of infinift'ly many .finite seyments and is stronyly 
cmweryent, or it consists of .finitely many .finite seyments, or it consists (>(.finitely 
many .finite segments followed by a non-stronyly convergent infinite seument. 
Proof. From Lemma 32, an outside-in development of U begins with a development 
So of the redexes U0 contained in the level forest of U. By the same lemma, these 
reductions all happen at the same depth, the depth do of the level forest. That devel-
opment is infinite if and only if the level forest is infinite; in that case all the claims 
hold. 
If So is finite, i.e. is a complete development of U0 , let the last step of So be a 
reduction of a redex r in a term t. Each member of U/S0 must be a residual by r of a 
redex r' of t which is not in the level forest at that point. From the definition of the 
level forest it follows that every residual of r' by r has a depth greater than r. Hence 
the depth of the level forest of U/S0 is d 1 > d0 . By iterating the argument the lemma 
follows. 0 
Lemma 34. f( Lf( U) is infinite then U has no complete dere!opment. 
Proof. Let the minimum depth of any redex of U be d. By Lemmas 3 1 and 32, 
Ll( U/r) is infinite for any r E U and its outermost redexes are at depth d. Therefore 
after any number of reductions, there is still a residual of U at depth d, and therefore 
for the development to be complete, there must be a later reduction at depth d. Hence 
the development cannot be strongly convergent. 0 
Lemma 35. Let S be a complete development l!l U, and let r be an outermost member 
of U ol minimal depth. Then U/r has a cump!ete development with the same .final 
term as S. 
Proof. Let r be at position u, of depth d. Since it is of minimal depth among members 
of U, and S is a development of U, the set of residuals of u by any initial segment 
of S must be either { u} or empty, and will be empty for a long enough segment. 
Furthennore, we can construct a complete development of U /r by performing for each 
step r' of S, a complete development of r1 /(r/T), where T is the initial segment of S 
before r'. Since r/T is at most one step, r' /(r/T) is a set of redexes at pairwise disjoint 
positions, hence trivially has a complete development. Furthermore, since r/T is empty 
for long enough T, this complete development of U must contain a final segment of 
S, hence has the same limit. [J 
Proof of Theorem 22. Let U be a set of redexes of a term t having a complete devel-
opment S. Choose an outside-in development S' of U of maximal length. Decompose 
S' into So · S1 · · · according to Lemma 33. Apply Lemma 35 to S and each step of 
S', to obtain for each i for which S; is finite a complete development of U /(So· · · S;) 
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endincr with the same tenn as S. Every reduction in any development of that set is at 
o I . 
a depth of at least d1, 1. Therefore the distance between the final terms of S and S JS 
not more than 2- i- I. 
If S' is finite. then for some i, S1 is empty, and so S and S' have the same limit. 
If S' is infinite and strongly convergent, then the sequence of d; is infinite and tends 
to infinity. and so the distance between the final terms of S and S' is zero. 
Finally, if S' is infinite and not strongly convergent, then for some i, S; is infinite 
and U/(So ... S;_ 1) has an infinite level forest. By Lemma 34 it has no complete 
development. But Si(So .. · S;_ 1) is a complete development of that set, contradiction. 
Therefore every complete development has the same limit as every maximal outside-
in development, and hence all complete developments have the same limit. 0 
This proof yields as a corollary a new proof of the finite developments theorem of 
finitary lambda calculus. Consider the characterisation of outside-in developments in 
Lemma 33. The segment So must be finite, since the level forest of U is finite. Let 
r = (i_·u )t' be the redex reduced in the last step of So. Suppose r' is another residual 
of U in the term just before reduction of r. If r' were outside r, or in t, then r would 
not be the last step of So - a residual of r' or of some other member of U in the level 
forest of U would still be present atter reduction of r. The same holds if r' were in 
t'. and x occurred free in t. Therefore such a residual r' can exist only in t', and then 
only if x is not free in t. This implies that r' has no residuals by r. Therefore at1er 
r is reduced, no residuals of U remain, i.e. So is a complete outside-in development 
of U. Now suppose there was an infinite development S of U. We have proved that 
there is a complete outside-in development S' of U. The construction of Lemma 35, 
applied to the case where S is infinite, shows that for every finite initial segment S" 
of S' there is an infinite development of U/S". But if S" = S', then U/S" is empty, 
contradiction. Therefore U has no infinite development. 
In the finitary case, the existence of complete developments can be used to prove 
the Church-Rosser property. In the infinitary case, we have seen that complete devel-
opments do not always exist. As a result, the Church-Rosser property does not hold. 
An example for depth measures 1 ** and * 1 * is the infinite term which may be de-
scribed thus: t = (J..x.t')K, t' = (h.t)I. This can be reduced in infinitely many steps 
to tr; = (/~r:.tK)K or to t1 = (J.x.t1 )!, which clearly have no common reduct. For depth 
measures *I* and **!, the term t = Kt'K, t' = Kt!, where K = ).x),y.x behaves 
similarly. 
Even the special case known as the Strip Lemma fails. The Strip Lemma says that 
if t --+ s and t --+ x s', then s and s' have a common reduct. This is the Church-Rosser 
property restricted to the case where one of the two reduction sequences consists of a 
single step. Lemma 19 is a special case of this, but there are counterexamples to the 
general case. For any infinitary calculus except 001, consider a term t().x.(),y.x)w), 
where t is a (finite) term with the property that tx --+* x(tx) (easily constructed 
by means of a fixed point operator). This reduces in one step to t().x.x), or in in-
finitely many steps to the tenn s such that s = ().y.s)w (where the '=' is identity, not 
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convertibility, as it is throughout this paper). These cannot have any common reduct, 
since w is free in every reduct of s, but every reduct of t(lcx.x) is closed. There 
is a similar counterexample for depth 00 I. Take t as before and consider the tenn 
t(}.y.( (h.x )( hv.y)) ). This reduces in one step to t(j.y).w.y ), and in infinitely many 
steps to a term s = ()x.x )(J.y.s ). Every reduct of s contains the subterm Xx-.x, but no 
reduct of t(.(v).w.y) does. 
Despite these counterexamples, we shall see in Section 7.2 that the Church-Rosser 
property does hold up to equality of a certain class of "meaningless'' te1ms. 
5. The truncation theorem 
Some results about the finitary lambda calculus can be transferred to the infinitary 
setting by using finite approximations to infinite tem1s. 
Definition 36. A A_j_ term is a term of the version of lambda calculus obtained by 
adding l_ as a new symbol. A f is defined from A_j_ as 11'"° is from A. 
The terms of Af have a natural paiiial ordering, defined by stipulating that J_ ~ t 
for all t, and that application and abstraction are monotonic. 
A truncation of a term t is any term t' such that t' ~ t. We may also say that t' is 
weaker than t, or t is stronger than t'. 
Theorem 37. Jn any Aahc, let to -+' t, he a reduction sequence. Lets, he a prefix of 
t~, and for {J < 'Y., let sfJ be the prefix of t13 contributiny to s,. Then j(Jr any term r0 
such that so~ r0 there is a reduction sequence r0 -+ ~, r, such that: 
(i) For all /J, S/J is a pre.fix of rr;; 
(ii) If tr;-+ tri+ 1 is perf(1rmed at position u and contributes to s,, then r1;-+ r1;+ 1 
by reduction at u; 
(iii) If t11 ___,. tri+t is performed at position u and does not contribute to s,, then 
rr; = r/!·t-1· 
Proof. Claims (ii) and (iii) immediately suggest an inductive construction of the re-
quired reduction sequence. The initial term r0 is given by hypothesis. Suppose that 
r0 -+'(/I r11 has been constructed. Define r/i+I by whichever of (ii) or (iii) applies. It is 
immediate from the definition of contribution that in either case, s11+ 1 will be a prefix 
of r11+1• Note that the two nodes of the redex-pattem - that is, the application node 
and the abstraction node - must be either both in S/J or neither in SfJ. This guarantees 
that in case (ii), r11 also has a redex at u. 
Suppose that /J is a limit ordinal and that each r.i has been constructed for / < {J. 
The redex positions in the constructed sequence are a subsequence of those of the 
original sequence. Since the original sequence is strongly convergent, the constructed 
sequence converges to a limit r13 • From the definition of contribution, it follows that 
s11 is the limit of s;, for')' < {J. Since Sy ~r;., Sf! ~.r11· 0 
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As an example of the use of this theorem, we demonstrate that Ax is conservative 
over the finitary calculus, for terms having finite normal forms. 
Corollary 38. If t -+"° s and s' is a finite prefix of s, then t is reducible in finitely 
many steps to a term having s' as a prefix. In particular, if t is reducible to a finite 
term, it is reducible to that term in finitely many steps. 
Proof. From Theorems 37 and 18. D 
Corollary 39. If a finite term is reducible to a finite normal form, it is reducible to 
that normal form in the finitary lambda calculus. 
6. The compression property 
One of our justifications for the interest of infinite terms and sequences is to see 
them as limits of finite terms and sequences. From this point of view, the computational 
meaning of a reduction sequence may be obscure if its length is greater than w. Such 
a sequence completes an infinite amount of work and then does some more work. We 
therefore wish to be assured that every reduction sequence of length greater than w is 
equivalent to one of length no more than w, in the sense of having the same initial 
and final term. This allows us to freely use sequences longer than w without losing 
computational relevance. 
Theorem 40 (Compression Lemma). In A 00 , for every strongly convergent sequence 
there is a strongly convergent sequence with the same endpoints whose lenyth is at 
most w. 
Proof. The corresponding theorem of [8] shows that the case of a sequence of length 
w + 1 implies the whole theorem, and the proof is not dependent on the details of 
rewriting - it is valid for any abstract transfinite reduction system (as defined in [ 6]). 
Suppose we have a reduction of the form Sw+I = so _,m Sw ->t1 Sw+ 1, where the 
final step rewrites a redex at depth d. By strong convergence of the first w steps, the 
sequence must have the form so-+* C[(J.x.t)r,t,, ... ,tn] ->~/+ 1 C[(J.x.t1 )r1,t;, ... ,t~] -+i1 
C[t'[x := r']]. where the context C[· · ·] is a prefix of every term of the sequence from 
some point onwards, and all its holes are at depth d. The reduction of C[(J.x.t)r, t1, ••• , 
111 ] to C[(A.x.t')r',t;, ... ,t~] consists of an interleaving of reductions oft tot', r tor', 
and each t; to tf of length at most w. Conversely, any reductions of lengths at most w 
starting from t, r, and each t; can be interleaved to give a reduction of length at most 
w starting from C[().x.t )r, ti, ... , tnJ. The theorem will therefore be established if, given 
reductions oft to t' and r to r' of length at most w, we can construct a reduction from 
(J.x.t)r to t'[x := r'] of length at most w. This can be done by first reducing (A.x.t)r to 
t[x := r], and then interleaving a reduction of t to t' and reductions of all the copies 
of r to r' in a strongly convergent way. 
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A suitable reduction sequence can be devised as follows. Begin with the term t[x := 
r]. For each i from 0 upwards, we construct a finite number of steps of the desired 
reduction sequence starting from t[x := r]. At each stage, we will have a tem1 t; which 
is obtained from some term s in the reduction from t to t', by replacing every free 
occurrence of x in s by some term in the reduction of r to r' (possibly a different such 
term for different occurrences of x ). Clearly. t0 = t[x := r] is such a tenn. Suppose 
that I; has been defined, and is constructed from s and various reducts of r as just 
described. Take a finite initial segment of the reduction of s to t' which include every 
reduction at depth at most i. (By strong convergence, there must be such a segment.) 
Suppose that this reduction reduces s to a term s'. Then the same reduction can be 
perfonned on f; to obtain a term t;. t; is obtained from s' by replacing free occurrences 
of x in s' by terms occurring in the reduction of r to r'. For each free occurrence of 
x in s' at any depth d "'( i (and there can be only finitely many of these). let r" be the 
reduct of r at that occurrence of 1;. Perform some finite initial segment of the reduction 
of r" to r' on that copy of r", long enough to ensure that all subsequent reductions 
in that sequence would take place at a depth greater than i. Again, strong convergence 
ensures that this is possible. 
The resulting term is I;+ 1• By carrying this out for all i, we obtain a reduction 
sequence in which after each term I;, every reduction takes place at a depth of at least 
i, and is therefore strongly convergent. The limit is clearly t'[x := r']. 0 
The Compression Lemma is false for beta--eta-reduction. Eta reduction is the rule that 
reduces )-t.(tx) tot if x is not free in t. For a counterexample, let t = Y(i.f.Jx.J(fx)). 
Then l.t.txx --+"1 ).d(/(J( ... )))x --+ 11 /(!(/( ... ))). However, h.txx is not reducible in w 
steps or fewer to I(/ (f ( ... ) ) ). 
This is not surprising. The 11-rule requires testing for the absence of the bound 
variable in the body of the abstraction; if the abstraction is infinite, this is an infinite 
task, and such discontinuities are to be expected. 
7. The Church-Rosser property and Bohm reduction 
7.1. Stahle and active terms 
At the end of Section 4 we gave counterexamples to the Church-Rosser property 
for all the infinitary lambda calculi, and remarked that the property does hold up to 
equality of a certain set of "meaningless" terms. Here we define and study that class 
and prove the claim. 
In the finitary calculus, one has the concept of the Bi:ihm tree of a term, which from 
the infinitary perspective can be regarded as its nonnal form with respect to infinitary 
reduction together with a rule allowing subterms having no head nom1al form to be 
rewritten to the symbol J_ which we introduced in Section 5. A head nomrnl form is 
simply a term of the form )x1 ... ).x,,.yt1 ... tm. 
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When one considers the various fom1s of infinitary calculus, one sees that 111 A001 • 
the head nonnal forms are precisely the terms which do not have a redex at depth 0. 
An equivalent characterisation is that they are the terms which cannot be reduced to a 
term having a redex at depth 0. The equivalence does not hold for some of the other 
measures of depth. We take the latter characterisation as more important, and call it 
0-stability. 
Definition 41. A 0-redex of a tem1 is a beta redex or an occutTence of 1- at depth 0. 
A term of A f is 0-stable if it cannot be beta reduced to a term containing a 0-redex. 
lt is 0-active if it cannot be beta reduced to a 0-stable term. 
For A3°0• 0-stability is the same as being in normal fonn and not containing 1-. For 
A3° 1 , 0-stability is the same as being in head normal form and not containing 1- in the 
place of the head variable. 
We now generalise the traditional concept of Bohm reduction. 
Definition 42. Bohm reduction is reduction in A J" by the /J rule and the 1- rule. 
viz. t _,. 1- if t is 0-active and not L We write --. B for Bohm reduction and _,. 1 for 
reduction by the 1--rule alone. 
A Biihm tree is a normal form of Af with respect to Bohm reduction. 
For clarity, we may also write -+ 11 instead of _,. for beta reduction. 
We will show that for some depth measures, every term has a unique Bohm normal 
fonn. However, for this it is essential that the 0-active terms are closed under sub-
stitution. This is not so for the measures **O, as shown by the term (xQ ), where 
Q = ( kcxx )(/~t.xx ). This is 0-active, but its instance (KJQ) reduces to the 0-stable 
term f. 
Lemma 43. For depth rneasures **I, the set of' 0-actil'e terms is closed under suh-
stitution. 
Proof. See Fig. 4. To reduce clutter, all an-ows in this and similar figures represent 
reductions of arbitrary length. 
Suppose that t is 0-active. Consider any instance O(t) of I and any reduction 0( t) ---. /I 
s'. We shall prove that s' is not 0-stable, which implies that O(t) is 0-active. 
Begin by imitating the reduction of O(t) to s' on t. Let r' be a tenn in the former 
sequence and r the con-esponding term of the constructed sequence. There will be a 
set of disjoint positions U of r such that r and r 1 differ only in the subterms at U. 
Initially, this set will be the set of positions of free variables oft which are substituted 
for in t'. 
If the step starting from r' is within a subtenn in U, then we omit that step from 
the constructed sequence. If the redex of r' is at a position u such that no prefix of 
u · 1 is in U, then the redex is present in r also, and may be reduced. Finally, the 
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redex may be at a position u such that u · 1 is in U. This means that the redex node 
is outside the subterms at U, but its rator node is in one of those subterms. In this 
case, both u and u · 1 are positions of r, the former is an application, but the latter 
may not be an abstraction, and therefore there may be no beta redex at u in r. We 
omit this reduction step from the constructed sequence, add u to U, and omit from U 
every position of which u is a proper prefix, to obtain the set of positions relating the 
next pair of corresponding terms of the sequences. 
The result is to reduce t to a term s which differs from s' only in subterms at 
positions in a set U', such that for each u EU', sJu has the form xt1 ••• t,, (n;;:,O) 
where x is free in s, and s' is a reduct of a substitution instance of s. 
Furthermore, IJ(t) is reducible to O(s) (by performing exactly the same reductions 
that reduce t to s), and O(s) ---+/F s' by reductions taking place entirely within the 
subterms at U for the terms r in the sequence from t to s. 
By hypothesis, s is not 0-stable. Therefore it is beta reducible to a term q containing a 
0-redex. By continuing the construction above, we can obtain the remaining reductions 
of Fig. 4, where q and q' differ in the same manner that s and s' differed. 
Because the depth measure is ** 1, the subterms of q at Uq, being all of the form 
xt1 ••• t,,, cannot contain any 0-redexes of q, nor the abstraction node of a 0-redex. 
Therefore V(q) must contain a 0-redex at the same position as q does. The reduction 
of V(q) to q' is performed entirely within subterms in Uq, therefore q' also contains a 
0-redex at the same position. Thus s' is not 0-stable. D 
Definition 44. Two terms t and s are etJuivalent if they differ from each other only at 
a set of positions U such that for all u E U, tJu and sJu are 0-active. We write t ""'s, 
or t "'U s if we wish to specify U explicitly. 
Lemma 45. For depth measures 001, 101, and 111, if t and s are equivalent, and 
t ---+'jf t', then fur some s' equivalent to t', s --+'; s'. The latter reduction can be 
chosen so as to reduce no redexes inside 0-active subterms. 
If t and s are not merely equivalent, but a fortiori t ---+'.L' s, then Fig. 5 can be 
formed. 
Proof. Assuming the hypotheses, we imitate the reduction of t to t' on s. Suppose we 
have a step to ---+p t 1, and a term s0 equivalent to to. If the beta redex is inside one of 
the 0-active subterms of t0 at which to differs from so, then since 0-active terms are 
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by definition closed under beta reduction, taking St =so gives a term equivalent to ft. 
If neither the beta redex nor its rator are contained in any of those subterms, the beta 
redex is present in s0. Reducing it gives St, which (since by Lemma 43, 0-active terms 
are closed under substitution) must be equivalent to ft. Finally, suppose the redex has 
the form ().x.p)q, where )x.p is one of the 0-active subterms at which to differs from 
s0. Let the subterms of so corresponding to ).x.p and q be p' and q'. For J.x.p to be 
0-active, the depth measure must be 001. p' is 0-active. For depth 001, this implies 
that p' q' is also 0-active (since 0-active terms for depth 001 are just the terms without 
head normal form). ():x. p )q is also 0-active. Thus the redex of to is in fact in a 0-
active subterm of to corresponding to a 0-active subterm of s0, reducing this case to 
one previously considered. 
The positions at which reductions are performed in the sequence starting from s 
are a subsequence of the positions of reductions of the given sequence. Therefore the 
construction can be continued past limit points of the sequences. 
When t --+j'.' s, the above construction yields Fig. 5. D 
A counterexample for the depth measures **O follows immediately from the corre-
sponding counterexample for Lemma 43. Take t = (h.xQ)(KJ) and s = (A.x.Q)(KJ). 
Since xQ and Q are 0-active for depths **O, t and s are equivalent. However, t reduces 
to I, buts reduces only to Q. Neither s nor Q is equivalent to I. 
A counterexample for the depth measure 011 is given by taking t = ()..x.Q)y and 
s = Qy. These are equivalent, since for depth 011, h.Q and Q are both 0-active. 
However, t --+tJ Q, but s is not beta-reducible to anything equivalent to Q. The same 
terms provide counterexamples to all the later theorems which exclude O 11. 
Lemma 46. For depth measures 001, 101, and 111: 
(i} If t and s are equivalent, then t is 0-stable if and only ifs is 0-stable. 
(ii) If t and s are equivalent, then t is 0-active if and only ifs is 0-active. 
(iii) Lemma 45 also holds when the given reduction oft to t' is a Bohm reduction. 
Proof. (i) Suppose t and s are equivalent, t is 0-stable, and s is not 0-stable. Then s 
beta reduces to a term r having a 0-redex. By Lemma 45, t beta reduces to a term q 
equivalent to r. If q has a 0-redex, then t is not 0-stable. If q is 0-active, then t is not 
0-stable. Thus for t to be 0-stable, q and r must have the same prefix to depth 1, r 
must have a beta redex (}:x.rn )n at depth 0, and the corresponding subterm of q must 
have the form m' n', where both A.x.m and rn' are 0-active. If the depth measure is 1 **, 
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then Xx:.m cannot be 0-active. If the depth measure is *O*, then m' is at depth O in q. 
so q is not 0-stable, and therefore neither is t. The other depth measures are excluded 
by hypothesis. Thus in every case, t is not 0-stablc. 
(ii) Suppose s is not 0-active. Then s reduces to a 0-stable term r. By lemma 45, 
t reduces to a term equivalent to r, which by part ( i) must be 0-stable. Therefore t is 
not 0-active. 
(iii) The proof of Lemma 45 can be extended to handle Bohm reductions, using part 
(ii) to justify omitting all .l-reductions when constructing the sequence from s. C 
7.2. The Church-Rosser property, up to equality of 0-actire suhterms 
In this section we will prove that the Church-Rosser property holds for depth 
measures 00 l, l 0 I, and 11 1, up to equality of 0-active subterms. 
In the finitary case a classic strategy for proving confluence (sec (2, Ch. 11]) is 
via the Finite Developments Theorem, which says that all complete developments are 
finite and end in the same term. From this, finitary confluence follows immediately by 
means of a "tiling diagram" such as Fig. 6, in which each square consists of complete 
developments as indicated in one of the tiles of that figure. The top and left sides of 
the figure are any two finite coinitial sequences, and the diagram constructs the right 
and bottom sides, which end with the same term. 
In the infinitary case, part of the Finite Developments Theorem still holds, 
Theorem 22, the Infinite Developments Theorem. However, as we saw earlier, infinite 
terms may contain sets of redexes that have no complete development. We overcome 
this difficulty by defining a modified version of lambda calculus in which all reductions 
are strongly convergent, and hence all sets of redexes have a complete development. 
This allows us to establish an Infinite Developments Theorem for the modified calculus 
which is strong enough to obtain confluence. Consideration of the relationship between 
the modified and unmodified calculi then allows an approximate confluence property 
to be derived, for depth measures 00 I, I 0 I, and 11 I. For the other depth measures, 
counterexamples even to the approximate form of confluence can be given. 
Fig. 6. A tiling diagram. 
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Definition 47. The f.abc_calculus is obtained from Aube by adding a new unary function 
symbol c:, stipulating that the depth oft in e(t) is 1, and replacing the beta rule by the 
family of rules (e"().x.s))t--+ e11+2(s[x := t]) for all n~O. 
We drop the depth indication when we do not wish to specify it. In the e-calculus, 
every residual of a redex is at a depth at least as great as the depth of the redex. From 
this it follows that every reduction sequence in the c:-calculus is strongly convergent. 
In particular, every set of redexes has a complete development, which makes for a 
simple proof that the Church-Rosser property holds exactly, for all measures of depth. 
Theorem 48 (Infinite Developments Theorem for e-calculus). Complete developments 
of the same set of e-redexes end at the same term. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 22, modifying the notion of level path to 
disallow a path being extended through an e node. In fact, the proof is somewhat 
simpler, since concerns about non-strongly convergent maximal developments do not 
arise. D 
Theorem 49. The e-calculus satisfies the Church-Rosser property, for all depth mea-
sures. 
Proof. Suppose we are given two e-reduction sequences starting from the same term. 
We can consider them as concatenations of complete developments (since any single 
step is a complete development). Write -*R for a complete e-development of a set of 
e-redexes R. Let the sequences be concatenations of developments t1.,0 -+s.o t1+1,0 and 
to.o -*Ru.,; to,o+I• where 0~}' <a and O~b < /3. 
Then define developments t1.,0 -+g __ , t;.,6+I and t1,o -+s .. ; t1,+ 1,o inductively as follows. 
for a limit ordinal µ~r:x, 
for a limit ordinal µ ~ /3, S .. 1, =Jim S"o· 
,, f><µ ,, 
Strong convergence of all reduction sequences ensures that all of these sets of redexes 
have complete developments, and that the limits exist. 
By Theorem 48, R;·+l.o and S,.,0+1 end at the same term t1.+1.o+I · 
When '}' and b are both limit ordinals, we must also show that t1,6 is well-defined, 
i.e. that the reduction sequences through the terms t;·'.o (y' < y) and t1.,6, (b' < b) 
have the same limit. Call the two limits t~0 and t1~.o· By strong convergence of all the 
sequences, for any ( > 0, for large enough y' and b', all of the following distances are 
less than (: d(t1•1.o.t1.,o ), d(to,6', to,6 ), d(to, t~l,), and d(t?,6', t~.0 ). Because residuals of a 
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redex have depth at least as great as the redex, it follows that d( f:, y, f;,ci' ) < :; and 
d(t;'.,i 1 ,f:.,_,i) <:;.Hence d(t?_,;J1_,i) < 4~. Since this is true for all:;> 0, r'.:_,i = ti_,5• 
Thus the inductive construction can be carried out for all ordinals up to 'X and /i, 
yielding strongly convergent reduction sequences from 11 .0 and to.JJ to t,_1;. D 
The next step is to transfer the Church-Rosser property of 1:-calculus to an approx-
imate Church~Rosser property for Ax. 
Definition 50. For any position u of an 1:-term t, i:(u,l) is the position obtained by 
omitting every occurrence of 1 in 11 which conesponds to an occurrence of<: in t. 
For an 1:-term t, if t does not contain the subterm 1:1" = 1:(1:(1:(- ··))),then 1:(t) is the 
Ax term resulting from omitting all occurrences of 1:. 
Clearly, when c:(t) is defined and u is a position oft, 1:(u,t) is a pos1t1on of c(t) 
having the same symbol as t does at u. Dropping the 1:s from an i:-reduction yields a 
beta reduction. Similarly, beta reductions can be mapped to 1:-reductions. 
Lemma 51. For any 1:-reduction t ----+""' s in 11)1ich 1.:1" does not occur in any term, 
there is a he ta reduction 1:( t) -+ x 1:(s) of the same len?Jth. 
Where the oriqinal sequence contains w1 1:-reduction at position u in o term r, the 
correspondiny he ta reduction is al 1:(u, r ). 
For any he ta reduction t ·-+ ""- s, and any /erm t1 such that t = 1:(t' ), there is 
an 1:-red11ctio11 of the same lenytlz ji'om t', which is mapped hack to the yiven hetll 
reduction hy the precedin?J mappinq. 
Definition 52. Two 1:-terms r and 11 are equivalent, t ,___, t', if, when every occurrence 
of 1:w is replaced by Q and every other occurrence of 1: is omitted, the resulting .11= 
tenns are equivalent by Definition 44. 
For II x terms, this definition coincides with Definition 44, and so we may use the 
same notation. 
To proceed further, we must establish some facts about head reduction. The head 
redex of a term t (if it exists) can be defined as the unique redex of t at depth 0 
with respect to the measure 00 I. (This definition applies whether or not t is a tenn of 
.11 1101 ). We write _.,h for the reduction of the head redex. 
Lemma 53. See Fiy. 7. 
(i) I{ t --,;, t' and t _.,x s, then there are reductions t' ---+:x. s' and s --->/, s'. 
(ii) The steps of s -->/, s' are in 1--1 correspondence with a subset of steps of 
t _,;; t', and each step of" the .fiJr111er is at the same position as its correspondiny step 
in the latter. 
(iii) /f the reduction of I to s is finite and has n steps, then the length of s --+ i, s' 
is at least the lenyth oft _., /, t' minus n. 
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Proof. For part (i) it is sufficient to prove the case where I ->j, t' is exactly one step. 
By the Compression Property, t _,x s may be assumed to have length at most UJ. 
A head redex r has at most one residual by reduction of any redex r', If present, that 
residual is at the same position as r. r' has a set of pairwise disjoint residuals by r. 
Therefore complete developments of both r/r' and r' /r exist, the fonner being at most 
one step. Repeating this construction along every step of t _,x s yields a reduction 
t' _,x s', such that either s = s' ors ->1i s' by reduction at the same position as r. 
Finally, the first statement of the lemma follows by repeating this construction for each 
step of the head reduction from t. 
Part (ii) is a corollary of the construction. 
For part (iii), suppose that t reduces to s by reduction of a single redex r. Consider 
the set of residuals R of r by an initial segment of the head reduction of t, and the 
next head redex r' in the head reduction of t. After each such head reduction, either 
no member of R is a head redcx, or R = {r'}, or R is empty. In the first and third 
cases, there is a single step of s -> j, s' corresponding to r', and in the second case, 
which can occur at most once (since thereafter r will have no residuals), there is an 
empty step. Therefore the length of s -; ;; s' is at least the length of t ___,,:, t' minus I. 
Repeating the argument for each step of t -; * s yields the conclusion. 0 
Lemma 54. For depth measures 00 I, I 01, and 111, if' t is reducible to a 0-stahlc 
term, It is so reducible by a finite head reduction sequence. 
Proof. For depth measures 00 I and I 0 I, 0-stability of a tenn is detennined by its prefix 
to depth 0. By the Compression Property, the reduction oft to t' may be assumed to 
be of length at most w, and therefore that t reduces to a 0-stable term t" in finitely 
many steps. 
Now consider the reduction starting from t which at each step reduces the head 
redex, if that redex is at depth 0, and terminates if there is no such redex. If this 
sequence is infinite, then by Lemma 53, every tenn to which t reduces in finitely 
many steps also has an infinite reduction of the same fonn. Therefore t cannot reduce 
in finitely many steps to a 0-stable term, contradicting the 0-stability of t". 
For depth measure 11 I, the 0-stable tenns are those which cannot be reduced to 
a redex. Consider the maximal head reduction sequence of t. Either this performs 
infinitely many reductions at the root, or it does not. 
Consider the first case. See Fig. 8(a). The reduction oft to t' is strongly convergent, 
and by the Compressing Property can be assumed of length at most co, so after finitely 
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Fig. 8. Lemma 54. 
many steps, it perfonns no more root reductions. Apply Lemma 53 to the head reduction 
oft and that finite initial segment. The result is a head reduction of a tenn 111 performing 
infinitely many root reductions and a reduction of t1' to t' performing no root reductions. 
Applying Lemma 53 again yields a head reduction oft' including infinitely many root 
reductions, contradicting its 0-stability. 
Now suppose the head reduction of t performs only finitely many root reductions. 
If it terminates in finitely many steps, then the resulting tenn is 0-stable. Suppose it 
is infinite (and not necessarily strongly convergent). See Fig. 8(b ). There is a finite 
initial segment t -+7, ! 11 containing all the root reductions of that sequence. Suppose 
that t" were reducible to a redex s. Then it is so reducible in finitely many steps. 
Apply Lemma 53 to the head reduction of t" and such a reduction. We obtain an 
infinite head reduction of s in which every step is performed below the root. But s is 
a redex, therefore its first head reduction must be at the root, contradiction. D 
Lemma 55. For depth measures 001, IOI, and 111, the complement <~/'the set l?/ 
0-active terms is closed unda reduction. 
Proof. Suppose t -+oc t', t -+x t", t' is 0-active, and t" is 0-stable. 
By Lemma 54, the reduction oft to t" can be assumed to be a finite head reduction. 
By Lemma 53, t" and t' are reducible to a common term. But this cannot happen if 
t' is 0-active and t" is 0-stable. D 
Lemma 56. For depth measures 00 I, I 0 I, and 111, for any r.-reduct ion t ---. oc s, 
there is a beta reduction t' -+ x s', such that t' ""' t by replaciny every occurrence of 
1;0G by a 0-active term and omit tiny e!'ery other occurrence 1~l t:, and s' ""'s. 
Proof. We construct the reduction inductively. Let the given reduction be of length (I.), 
its nth step being 111 -+,, t11+ 1 by reduction at Un. 
Construct t6 by replacing every occurrence of 1:"' in t by Q and omitting every other 
occurrence of 1:. 
Suppose 1:, has been defined and is equivalent to t11 • If some prefix of t:(1111,t11) is 
the position of a 0-active subterm of i:,, then take t~+I = t:,. Otherwise, f:(u11,t11) is the 
position of a beta redex of t:,, not contained in a 0-active subtenn. Reduce it to obtain 
t;i+ 1 • 
Because 0-active terms are closed under substitution and reduction, 1;,+ 1 ""' ln+ 1. 
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This constructs a reduction of t~1 in which no step is performed inside any 0-active 
subtenn. Such a sequence must be strongly convergent. Let its limit be 1;0 • Let t;,; be 
obtained from 1,,, by replacing every occurrence of Ern by Q and omitting every other 
occurrence of <;. If t;11 were not equivalent to r;,'.. then there would be a position u of 
both tenns such that one of r;., and r;,; was 0-active and the other was not, neither 
subtenn being properly contained in a 0-active subterm. But that would imply that for 
some finite n, t,, and 1;, were not equivalent, since by Lemma 55 the 0-active terms 
and their complement are closed under reduction. This is contrary to the construction. 
D 
Theorem 57. For depth measures 001, 101, and 111: Lett""' t', t ---"'/! s, and t' ---"'/! 
s'. Then there exist equivalent terms p and p', and beta reductions r~f' s to p and s' 
to p'. 
Proof. See Fig. 9. Suppose we are given two beta reductions t ---"'/! s and t' ___. fi s', 
with t""' t'. Lemma 51 constructs £-reductions t --->;;'° q and t' ---",~ q' such that r,(q) = s 
and D(q') = s'. By Theorem 49, there are B-reductions from q and q' to a common 
.s-term r. 
It remains to map these sequences back to strongly convergent sequences starting 
from s and s' in the original calculus. The obstacle to applying Lemma 51 is that r 
may contain i;"' as a subterm. But by Lemma 56, there are beta reductions from s and 
s' to A"" tenns p and p' respectively, such that each is equivalent to r. Therefore 
they are equivalent to each other. D 
For all other depth measures, the counterexamples provided for Lemma 45 are also 
counterexamples to this theorem. For OOO, failure of this theorem amounts to the well-
known fact of the inconsistency of finitary lambda calculus under the additional axiom 
that terms without normal form are equal [2, Proposition 2.2.4]. 
7.3. The Church-Rosser property and B6hm reduction 
Lemma 58. For depth measures 001, 101, and 11 I: 
(i) The set of 0-active terms is closed under Bohm reduction. 
""' t' t 
~El lE "{ 
I f_ I s ...,.____., q q 1-----+' s 
~ ~ y ~ 
p--r--p I 
,....., rv 
Fig. 9. Theorem 57: the Church-Rosser property, up to equivalence. 
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(ii) The complement of the set of 0-active terms is closed under beta reduction and 
l_-reduction. 
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 46(iii). 
(ii) Closure under l_-reduction follows from Lemma 46(ii). 
For closure under beta reduction, suppose t ___,,P sand t is not 0-active. Then t ___,,P r 
for some 0-stable r. By Theorem 57, there are beta reductions s ___,,ff q and r ___,,ff q' 
such that q and q' are equivalent. Since r is 0-stable, so are q and q', therefore s is 
not 0-active. D 
Theorem 59. For every depth measure, every term has a Bohm normal form. 
Proof. A term t is either 0-active or not. If it is, it has the Bohm normal form l_. 
If it is not, then it can be reduced to a 0-stable term s. Repeating the construction 
recursively on the subterms of s at depth 1 constructs a reduction of t to a term which 
is stable to every depth, i.e. a Bohm normal form. D 
The above proof does not show uniqueness of Bohm normal forms. For three of 
the possible depth measures, uniqueness does not hold. For OOO, a counterexample 
is the term (}.y.yQ)(Kl), which has the Bohm reductions (}.y.yQ)(KJ) ___,,µ I and 
(}.y.yQ)(Kl) ___,, J_ l.(Kl), which have no common reduct. For the measures 01*, 
a counterexample is (}.x.Q)y, where Q = ().x.xx)().x.xx). This term has reductions 
().x.Q)y ->11 Q _, J_ l. and (}.x.Q)y _, J_ Qy _, J_ l_y. Both l. and l.y are Bohm normal 
forms. This also refutes the Church-Rosser property of Bohm reduction for these depth 
measures. 
Lemma 60. For depth measures 001, 101, and 111, l.-reduction is transfinitely 
Church-Rosser. 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 58(i) that if t is 1.-reducible to s, it is so reducible 
by the reduction of a set of 1.-redexes at pairwise disjoint positions. Given two l_-
reductions t -'.l s and t -+f s', take the set of outermost members of the union of 
the two associated sets. Reduction of all of these 1.-redexes gives a term r which both 
s and s' are 1.-reducible to. D 
Theorem 61. For depth measures 001, 101, and 111, Bohm reduction is !rans.finitely 
Church-Rosser. 
Proof. Suppose we have two Bohm reductions starting from a term t. By Lemma 
46(iii) they can be put into the form t -!f-c_t so and t ->!f-'f s1. 
We then construct Fig. 10. The top left square exists by Theorem 57. The top right 
and bottom left are given by Lemma 45. The remaining squares follow from Lemma 60. 
D 
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{3 l. 
--------- • - So 
1{3 
{3 
• 
l. l.l. 
·-· 
{3 l. 
.l.l l. l.l. 
• 
.____..._ . 
.l.l .l.l .l.l l.l. 
81 -r . --:r- • --:r- • --:r- • 
Fig. I 0. Theorem 61: the Church-Rosser property for Bohm reduction. 
So for depth measures 001, 101, and 111, every term has a unique Bohm tree. This 
gives a transfinite term model of lambda calculus, where the objects are the Bohm 
normal forms, ordered according to Definition 36. The usual Bohm model is the model 
associated with applicative depth, 001. The larger model described by Berarducci (3] 
is the one associated with syntactic depth, 111. In this model the 0-stable terms are the 
root-stable terms, and the 0-active terms are the terms which Berarducci calls mute. 
The Bohm model for weakly applicative depth, 101, is related to Ong and Abramsky's 
models for lazy lambda calculus [l]. 
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